
Candle Burning Instructions Labels
Candlewic Candle Supplies On Sale Candle Making Supplies · Candle Containers · Candle
Burning Instruction Labels & Boxes, Burning Instruction Labels. Soy candles are eco-friendly,
clean burning, and best of all, made from a renewable resource! The perfect We wholesale and
private label all of our products!

Our professionally printed warning labels are glossy with
an easy to read bold Warning label states proper burn
instructions, as well as general candle safety.
Please read and follow these candle safety rules, and the caution instructions on the candle
warning label carefully. Enjoyand burn responsibly. Failure. Candle warning labels, also referred
to as burning instruction labels or candle caution labels, should be attached to all candles.
Available for container candles. Read and carefully follow all instructions as candle care and
burning is a responsibility. Our warning labels are located on the bottom of your candle.
Following.

Candle Burning Instructions Labels
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ARE THERE ANY CANDLE BURNING INSTRUCTIONS? Yes, you
should find a label on the underside of every Aroma Holiday Luxury
Candle. In case the label. The risk of fire can be minimised by suitable
warnings, so we recommend the use of safety labels on all candles.
These labels also include burning instructions.

Also typically added to cautionary labels are additional manufacturer
instructions for burning the candle properly. Product testing and analysis
can help. Candle Care. Failure to follow warning label instructions could
result in fire or injury. • Never leave a burning candle unattended and
keep lit candles out. 500 Labels 1.5" Inch Round CANDLE Generic
Warning Jar. Warning Labels - Also referred to as burning instruction
labels or caution labels, should be.
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Burning & Safety Instructions, Frequently
Asked Questions, Emma's So So Naturals
Glass Tumbler Candle box, on the side of
your Tin Candle label.
The risk of fire can be minimised by suitable warnings, so we
recommend the use of safety labels on all candles. These labels also
include burning instructions. Soy Candle Wax Burning Instructions /
Warning Caution Labels, for use with all candles. Soy Candle Wax
Burning Instructions / Warning Caution Labels, for use. We can fix
candles for you as above, but with no label, for discreet work in the you
from The Lucky Mojo Curio Company, please request a "simultaneous
burn. on your behalf, unless your instructions include the words, "No
candle report.". We can fix candles for you as above, but with no label,
for discreet work in the you from The Lucky Mojo Curio Company,
please request a "simultaneous burn. on your behalf, unless your
instructions include the words, "No candle report.". Warning label states
proper burn instructions, as well as general candle safety. The 2 inch
labels are perfect for labeling large container and pillar candles. We urge
consumers to be careful when burning candles and recommend the
following Each candle includes lighting and care instructions on the
bottom label.

We can fix candles for you as above, but with no label, for discreet work
in the you from The Lucky Mojo Curio Company, please request a
"simultaneous burn. on your behalf, unless your instructions include the
words, "No candle report.".

_Ideally, I always burn my candles for 1-3 hours, any less than that and
the wax It is important to read the warning and instructions label on the
bottom.



Safety & Burning Instruction Labels (2 inches) for GEL Candles (Lot of
100) Safety & Burning Instruction Labels (2-1/2") for PILLAR Candles.
Newly listed.

1.25" Caution labels for pillar type candles. Label reads: Burning
Instructions: For best results burn for 3-4 hours at a time. Burn only in a
suitable holder, away.

Here are some Soy candle burning tips and warnings. Please Read and
follow all warning label instructions on the bottom of the candle
carefully. Trim. Poisoned Apple Bath Bomb - Beautiful label that
includes name and Includes burning instructions! Energizing Candle -
Shiny label on a cute metal tin. We can fix candles for you as above, but
with no label, for discreet work in the you from The Lucky Mojo Curio
Company, please request a "simultaneous burn. on your behalf, unless
your instructions include the words, "No candle report.". 

Tips for properly burning beeswax, soy wax, and all other candles from
Please review the following safe burning instructions to get the
maximum enjoyment from your candles: Remove the paper label around
the candle before lighting. Please use common sense and follow the
safety and burning instructions we have provided above and on the
candle warning labels. Fleur Lyon will not be. Each type of candle has
its own regulations, but the most important advice that we give you:
Never leave burning candles unattended. Safety/User instructions:.
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The candles are then hand wrapped with a letterpressed, embossed label Burning instructions are
on the side of our label and should be followed for optimal.
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